DFS Accounting System

- Designed to provide a centrally-available system to assist campus units in managing their funds.
  - Departments’ needs are not identical to UGA Accounting Office needs
  - Intended to replace local ‘shadow’ systems – Excel, Quickbooks, custom
- Information from the UGA Accounting, Budget, and Payroll systems is automatically incorporated – eliminates redundant data entry required by shadow systems
- Access to data is based on a user’s access to the UGA Accounting, Budget, and Payroll systems
- Features included in the DFS system are based on those that existed in a robust custom system used by some larger areas of campus
- Features and reports continue to be added as users identify gaps
- Export capability is not built in
- Import from current system – DFS is willing to work with units
- All data is stored on the enterprise server
- Data retention – historical data will be retained for areas that are using the system and will be purged for areas not using the system
- Use of the system is not mandatory – impossible to enforce